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Presentation Notes
In this talk, we will examine the role of vegetation in mitigating landslide activity in a postfire setting that experienced an extreme precipitation event.



Partners

California Board of Forestry

Eldorado National Forest

The Sierra Nevada Conservancy

CalFire

US Geological Survey
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We would like to acknowledge our partners who provided support in various ways.



Goals

Map storm-induced 
geomorphic activity 
using a time series of 
Lidar 

Compare that activity 
to postfire vegetation 
conditions
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Presentation Notes
We had two main goals.To map storm induced geomorphic activity using lidar.And to compare the distribution of the geomorphic activity with  postfire vegetation conditions.



San Francisco

Lake Tahoe

Sacramento

Study Area
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The study area lies in the Sierra Nevada and is transected by Highway 50 which connects the population centers of San Francisco and Sacramento to the resort communities along Lake Tahoe. Periodic closures of the highway due to fires and landslides have cause substantial economic damage. The highway parallels the SF American River.The blue dot shows the study area.



Upper SF American River
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Presentation Notes
Local relief ranges from 500-700m with a mean slope of 56 percent. 



Key Events
Year                         Event

1992                   Cleveland Fire

2004                    Freds Fire

2013                     Kyburz Fire

2014             Lidar, & Canopy Density

2017               Storms & Landslides

2019                   Lidar & Dod

Antecedent
Events

Reference Year Data 
Campaigns
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Presentation Notes
This study focused on a sequence of key events cumulating in 2017.  We used data that was collected before, during, and after the reference year.



Key Events
Year                         Event

1992                   Cleveland Fire

2004                    Freds Fire

2013                     Kyburz Fire

2014             Lidar, & Canopy Density

2017               Storms & Landslides

2019                   Lidar & Dod

Antecedent
Events

Reference Year Data 
Campaigns
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Presentation Notes
We used the years since disturbance and canopy density to describe vegetation recovery. Canopy density was measured two growing seasons before the storms which we accepted as reasonably representative.



Wildfires
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Presentation Notes
Wildfires are common in the region and are typically started by human activity.



9105 Ha

4174 Ha

3116 Ha
1555 Ha

Stand-replacing Fires
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From 1973 to 2004, four stand-replacing fires have consumed almost 18,000 hectares of forest in the study area. Portions of the burned areas were salvage logged, planted with conifers, grubbed, and treated with herbicides to repressed shrub competition.



Field Photos from Bolman et al., 2016
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Canopy Density (CD)
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The various fires have produced a mosaic of timber stands with differing Canopy Density (CD).  These photos are from a USFS study that analyzed the effects of treatments on reforestation success. Untreated areas had significantly denser shrub canopy and fewer trees more than 40 years since disturbance - leaving little space and resources for additional growth.



Vegetation Plot Data
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Threshold

Plots – not treated

Plots – treated

Predicted median –
untreated

Predicted median -
treated

Legend

Modified from Bolman et al., 2016
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Presentation Notes
In treated areas, repressed shrub percentages continued to climb beyond 40 years.In untreated areas, shrub cover plateaued at about 85% after 22 years as trees grew higher. (This may be a threshold.) We will come back to this graph later.



The Crystal Range – Headwaters of the SF American River
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The elevation gradient along the Sierra Nevada produces a strong orographic effect in terms of precipitation. When cold snowstorms are followed by warm rainstorms, floods often result.



Snowpack in the SF American River Headwaters
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Presentation Notes
The Mediterranean climate of the region means that most precipitation occurs in the winter and spring. Over the last century and beyond, runoff in the basin has been primarily driven by snow melt in late spring and early summer. But in the future, the snowpack is predicted to nearly vanish due to climate warming.



Annual Measurement of Snowpack in 2017
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Most precipitation is provided by atmospheric rivers (AR) which cross the Pacific Ocean.In 2017, a series of  4 ARs set a record and induced widespread landsliding. 2017 serves as a benchmark. 



Storm 1
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The next slides show the storm sequence. The red star marks the study area.First storm.



Storm 2
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The second.



Storm 3
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The third.



Storm 4
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And the fourth. Although the storm tracks fluctuated, they all hit our study area.



Storm Damage
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Storm damage was reported along the entire west slope of the Sierra Nevada and beyond. The gold circles indicate road damage. 



Methods

DEM of Difference 

Potential Geomorphic Features 
(PGF) 

Canopy density 

PGF density determination

Fire perimeters and soil burn 
severity
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We constructed a DEM of difference using two lidar datasets and mapped Potential Geomorphic Features which we correlated to canopy density.



Lidar Datasets

Time Frame Dataset QL        Collection Dates       DEM Post Spacing

Pre-storm         USFS Pacific Southwest Region Lidar *        1 10/2014 – 06/2015 1 m 

Post-storm         CA_UpperSouthAmerican_2019_B19         1 10/2019 – 03/2020 1 m 

* Provided by USFS Region 5 Remote Sensing Lab

• Source lidar datasets first converted to
common coordinate system, geoid, cell size 

• DoD (DEM of Difference) created by 
subtracting 2014 lidar from 2019 lidar

(meters)
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Presentation Notes
The lidar datasets were both Quality Level 1 and were subtracted to generate a DEM of Difference (DoD) shown in the figure with positive and negative elevation changes, shown in blue and red. The diffuse speckles are noise and artifacts.We visually inspected the DoD to identify Potential Geomorphic Features (PGFs) such as the landslide in the image.We mapped PGFs as point features at the heads of elevation losses if geomorphic features could be recognized. Most of these features have not been field verified and so we call them potential geomorphic features. 



Canopy Density Layer

• Produced by USFS Region 5 Remote Sensing Lab using pre-storm lidar data 
covering Freds Fire area

• For each 1 m2 cell, the Canopy Density calculation is the ratio of:

all returns 1 meter or higher above bare earth
all returns above bare earth

In other words, the ratio of canopy 
(between 0 and 100) that sits 1 or more

meters above the bare earth surface.
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The CD layer reveals the net results of fire, salvage logging and other activities. Vegetation is sparse in dark areas and dense in bright areas in this image.For each PGF, we calculated the mean of all CD values within a 5m radius. Then we selected those within areas of moderate to high burn severity. Then we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between CD and the time since disturbance.           



Results

Pearson correlation coefficient = 
0.61

PGF distribution

Vegetation Recovery

Postfire landslide susceptibility

Possible Thresholds
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We found a positive correlation between canopy density and time since disturbance. We mapped PGFs, related them to vegetation recovery, and identified possible botanical and geomorphic thresholds.



Potential Geomorphic Features (PGF) and Fire Scarred Areas
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In this map, the identified PGFs are shown as dots. Fire scarred areas are shaded red. Note the close correspondence of PGFs and fire history. Let’s have a closer look.



Old burn

Sparse       Dense
Vegetation

Potential Geomorphic Features & Canopy Density

COLOR
LEGEND

Young burn

Sparse       Dense
Vegetation

1992   Cleveland Fire                          2004 Freds Fire
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PGFs are symbolized to show both CD and time since the last disturbance. The PGFs are spread across two generations of burn scars. In addition to occurring in 13-year-old, sparse vegetation, many PGFs occurred in 25-year-old, dense vegetation. A portion of the Freds Fire area burned again in 2013. Those PGFs are shown as white circles.Let’s look more closely at this area.



Canopy Density

Sparse                   Dense

Elevation Change

Negative           Positive

COLOR
LEGEND

Canopy Density & Elevation Change

Burned in 
2004 & 2013

Burned only 
in 2004
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In this map, CD is overlaid with a semitransparent layer of the DoD. Dark green areas indicate brush. Vivid blue and red areas show landslide deposits and scarps. The pale blue background is noise and artifacts.We visited this area in 2017.Let’s, take a look..



Granite Springs Road

Image Credit: Eric Nicita, UFSF
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Granite Springs Road was highly deformed by slope movements. You can see the sparse ground cover in the background..



PGF Count versus Canopy Density
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This chart shows the number of PGFs in five bins of low to high canopy density. The bright blue colors are a subset of PGFs within the Freds Fire perimeter where most PGFs had CD<20%. At 13 years postfire, CD remains low and PGF count is high. A geomorphic threshold is indicated.



Cleveland Fire 
selection, 22 
years post fire
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Here, the bright blue colors correspond with the Cleveland Fire. PGF counts peaked at CDs between 50% and 80% which roughly matches the decline of shrub cover at 85% in the next slide. If there is a connection, the reason remains unresolved.At 22 years postfire, both the shrub densities and the influence of CD leveled off. This suggests a botanical threshold.



Vegetation Plot Data
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Modified from Bolman et al., 2016

Below threshold areas showed:
10X more PGFs in 1st decade, 

1.7X in decades 2 and 3.
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This earlier plot suggests two thresholds after 20 years postfire. The botanical threshold at 85% may relate to limited availability of light, moisture, and space for additional density. Canopy density leveled off, except in reforested areas. In untreated areas, CD reached 20% within a few years.So, is there also a geomorphic threshold? 
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This graph shows the relationship between CD and time since fire. The four spikes reflect 3 decades of fires. The possible geomorphic threshold is marked by the black dashed line. PGFs below the threshold are highlighted in bright blue. To calculate the spatial density of PGFs, the area encompassing them was divided into the number of PGFs. This was repeated for both above- and below-threshold.
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This graph shows the PGF density versus time. The blue line shows areas below the threshold and the green line shows areas above.In the1st decade, the difference amounted to 10 times more PGFs. And in decades 2 and 3, the increase was 1.7 times.



Conclusions

PGF density was highest 
where canopy density was 
less than 20% which in 
reforested areas lasted for 
20 years. 

During this prolonged 
recovery period, the 2017 
storms hit while canopy 
density remained below 
the geomorphic threshold.
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Burned forest areas, where shrubs are removed during reforestation, can have much higher erosion risks for several decades with the first decade being the worst. 



Conclusions

The Sierra Nevada are prone to 
natural disasters which combine 
to  increase landslide 
susceptibility.

Shrub reduction affected slope 
stability for decades, especially in 
the 1st decade.

Pairing the DoD with CD provided 
insight into post-disturbance 
vegetation recovery and slope 
stability.
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Presentation Notes
The Sierra Nevada are prone to natural disasters which combine to increase landslide susceptibility.Shrub reduction affected slope stability for decades, especially in the 1st decade.



Societal Significance

Extreme storms and wildfires are 
on the rise.

Due to megafire, enormous 
investments are underway to 
modify forest conditions. 

Projects  should consider landslide 
susceptibility and this newly 
recognized geomorphic threshold.
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Presentation Notes
Extreme storms and wildfires are on the rise.Due to megafire, enormous investments are underway to modify forest conditions. However, better understanding of geomorphic thresholds is needed.
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